There has been extensive research on the sensing of explosive nitroaromatic compounds (NACs) using fluorescent metal-organic frameworks (MOFs). However, ambiguity in the sensing mechanism has hampered the development of efficient explosive sensors. Here we report the synthesis of a hydroxyl-functionalized MOF for rapid and efficient sensing of NACs and examine in detail its fluorescence quenching mechanisms. In chloroform, quenching takes place primarily by exciton migration to the ground-state complex formed between the MOF and the analytes. A combination of hydrogen-bonding interactions and π-π stacking interactions are responsible for fluorescence quenching, and this observation is supported by single-crystal structures. In water, the quenching mechanism shifts toward resonance energy transfer and photo-induced electron transfer, after exciton migration as in chloroform. This study provides insight into florescence-quenching mechanisms for the selective sensing of NACs and reduces the ambiguity regarding the nature of interactions between the MOF and NACs.
M etal-organic frameworks (MOFs) have been widely used as fluorescence-based sensors for cations, anions, small molecules, explosives, and solvents owing to their pore size variability and easy modulation of the functional moiety for tuning host-guest interactions [1] [2] [3] [4] . In this regard, there has been continuous research using fluorescent MOFs for the sensing of nitroaromatic compounds (NACs) [5] [6] [7] [8] , which are considered highly explosive [9] [10] [11] [12] and toxic to human and aquatic life [13] [14] [15] . However, the development of highly selective and sensitive sensors for explosives still remains a challenge owing to the lack of strong evidence that can unveil the interactions involved in the sensing mechanism.
A fluorescent MOF can be considered as an ensemble of fluorophores that behaves in a different manner than a fluorescent molecule. Energy of an excited fluorophore in an MOF can be rapidly transferred to surrounding fluorophores across the network of the MOF, as the fluorophores in the MOF are periodically arrayed throughout the crystal 16, 17 . In addition, the porosity of MOF provides confined spaces for analytes to be in close proximity with fluorophores, facilitating interactions between them. The interactions in confined spaces may restrict diffusion of the analyte, resulting in different dynamics of the quenching process compared with an analyte dissolved in solvent following collisional quenching processes. Irrespective of the type of quenching mechanism operating, the most important factor for quenching is the distance between fluorophore and the quencher 18, 19 . Hence, the investigation of the interactions operating between fluorophore and the quencher is of outmost importance.
In this paper, we report the synthesis of a new hydroxylfunctionalized indium MOF analogous to MIL-53(Cr) 20 for sensing nitro-compounds and their fluorescence quenching mechanisms. To explore the robustness of applicability of the MOF, we chose non-polar (chloroform) and polar (water) solvents and investigated their influences on the sensing mechanism ( Fig. 1) . In chloroform, quenching takes place mainly by exciton migration (EM) to the ground-state complex (GSC) already formed between the MOF and the analytes. The GSC shows nonemissive behavior owing to photo-induced electron transfer (PET) between the ligand moiety and analyte. Availability of the free hydroxyl moiety of the ligand and the µ 2 -hydroxyl group of the framework provide extensive hydrogen-bonding interactions with analyte molecules in addition to π-π stacking interactions of the aromatic residue of the ligand in enhancing florescence quenching, which is supported by single-crystal structures for the first time. Conversely, in water at low concentrations, the quenching mechanism shifts to mostly resonance energy transfer (RET) after EM. Further more, at higher concentrations more analyte can diffuse inside, and PET also participates in quenching along with RET. The efficiency of RET originates from the large spectral overlap between MOF emission and 2,4,6-trinitrophenol (TNP) absorption. To the best of our knowledge, the MOF has a quenching constant comparable to the highest values known for MOF-based sensors for TNP in aqueous medium [21] [22] [23] [24] . This study provides detailed mechanistic insight into the sensing behavior of MOF for analytes, and clarifies the interactions responsible for selectivities of analytes. 20 . Activated 1a was prepared by vacuuming (~10 −2 torr) the as-synthesized sample, presoaked in acetone at 150°C for 1 d (Supplementary Figs. 2-6 ). 1w (1a in water) was prepared by simply soaking as-synthesized 1 in water (Supplementary Figs. 7-9 and Supplementary Table 2 ). MOF crystals with TNP, 4-nitrophenol (4-NP), 2,6-dinitrotoulene (2,6-DNT), and 2,4-dinitrotoulene (2,4-DNT) in chloroform were successfully prepared by soaking in a saturated solution of the corresponding analyte in CHCl 3 (Supplementary Table 3 -6) . See also Supplementary Data 1-6.
Results

Synthesis
Sensing of NACs. When fluorescence-quenching titrations were performed in the presence of nitro-compounds such as TNP, 2,4-dinitrophenol (2,4-DNP), 4-NP, trinitrophenol (TNT), 2,4-DNT, 2,6-DNT, 4-nitrotoluene (4-NT), 1,3-dinitrobenzene (1,3-DNB), 1,4-dinitrobenzene (1,4-DNB), nitrobenzene (NB), 2,3-dimethyl-2,3-dinitrobutane (DMNB), and nitromethane (NM) in chloroform ( Fig. 2a and Supplementary Figs. 10-20) , the highest quenching was observed with TNP (93%). When the fluorescence response of 1c (1a in chloroform), with the addition of TNP was plotted according to the Stern-Volmer (SV) (eq. 1), it exhibited a straight line (Fig. 2b ), indicating that a single quenching mechanism was operating 18, 19 .
where I 0 is the initial fluorescence intensity (before the addition of analyte), I the fluorescence intensity in the presence of analyte, [A] the molar concentration of analyte, and K sv the quenching constant (M −1 ). For TNP, the highest K sv value (1.65 × 10 5 M −1 ) ( Fig. 2b and Supplementary Fig. 21 ) and very low detection limit of 73 ± 15 ppb (Supplementary Note 1, Supplementary Fig. 22a and Supplementary Table 7) were observed.
Excellent stability in water and good quantum yield (0.14) of the MOF are promising for sensing NACs in water. The fluorescence spectra of the MOF in water were also recorded with excitation at 352 nm and monitored in response to the addition of analytes ( Fig. 2c and Supplementary Figs. 23-33 ). The quenching behavior of the nitrophenols in water was the same as the quenching trend in chloroform, whereas other analytes in water behaved differently. The highest quenching efficiency was achieved with TNP, followed by 2,4-DNP and 4-NP upon the addition of 200 µL of 1 mM aqueous solution ( Fig. 2c and Supplementary Fig. 34 ) Quantitative examination of fluorescence Fig. 1 Schematic of sensing process. Sensing process and proposed quenching mechanisms in chloroform (non-polar) and water (polar) solvents quenching efficiency using the SV relationship (described previously) showed the highest efficiency for TNP (K sv = 8.33 × 10 4 M −1 ) when calculated at low analyte concentration with a linear plot (Fig. 2d ) and detection limit of 66 ± 8 ppb (Supplementary Note 1 and Supplementary Fig. 22b ). At higher concentrations, the plot starts deviating upward from linearity. TNP shows the highest K sv among the analytes, indicating the selectivity for TNP by the MOF.
GSC and PET. Static quenching is a non-diffusional type of quenching mechanism that results in the quenching of fluorescence by forming a non-fluorescent GSC with an analyte. This type of complex formation is generally accompanied by change in the UV-Vis spectrum of an original fluorophore by a quencher 25 .
To check the possibility of static quenching in chloroform, the absorption spectra of the MOF with and without analytes were measured. The emerging peak at approximately 260 nm in the UV-Vis spectrum of the MOF with TNP in chloroform indicates the formation of a stable GSC ( Supplementary Fig. 35 ).
To gain further insight into the interactions leading to complexation of analytes with the MOF, we obtained MOF crystals with the analytes. The crystal structures of MOF with different analytes reveal the crucial roles of both hydrogenbonding and π-π stacking interactions in forming the GSC, resulting in static quenching ( Fig. 3 and Supplementary Figs. 36-41 ). Since the MOF crystals with TNP shows severe disorder of TNP molecules inside the pores, the exact interactions of TNP with the framework could not be revealed by structure determination. The presence of TNP molecules (approximately a half TNP per H 2 DOBDC ligand) inside the pore was confirmed by digesting the MOF with acid and analyzing the ratio of TNP and H 2 DOBDC ligand by using 1 H NMR spectroscopy ( Supplementary Fig. 42 ). Further, to have better understanding of interaction of TNP with the framework, the difference Fourier map that shows diffused electron densities inside the pore was plotted using OLEX2 software 26 (Fig. 4) . Electron-density map suggests that TNP has strong π-π interaction with a ligand moiety. The dense-electron density at the right upper corner indicates the alignment of two nitro groups and one hydroxyl residue of TNP, which may have hydrogen-bonding interactions with the µ 2 -hydroxyl group ligated to indium metal, whereas its opposite-side nitro group has less-electron density near the statistically disordered ligands in the crystal structure. The deformation/bending of the ligand near the opposite-side nitro group of TNP and perpendicular to the TNP molecule in the framework is owing to steric repulsion between the ligand and the opposite-side nitro group of TNP. Slightly larger dimension of TNP molecule than the pore dimension parallel to the ligand results in the ligand deformation/bending and leads to statistical disordering of the ligands that are not involved in the π-π stacking interaction in the crystal structure. Although we failed obtaining ordered TNP molecules interacting with the framework in the single-crystal structure, the deformation/bending of the ligands is an indication of the presence of strong interactions between TNP and the framework. Stronger interactions between the framework and the analyte via hydrogen-bonding and π-π stacking lead to stronger complexation, which subsequently leads to more efficient quenching. The above results unveil the major role of GSC as a static quenching mechanism. The formation of a stronger GSC results in more efficient quenching and this is because of more efficient PET. The energy difference between the lowest occupied molecular orbital (LUMO) of MOF and the LUMO of the analyte is the driving force for the PET process 18, 19, 27 , however, poor correlation between the K sv values in chloroform and the energy differences was observed ( Fig. 5a and Supplementary Fig. 43 ). The energy differences between the LUMO of MOF and the LUMO of the analytes are calculated using the Gaussian 09 package with B3LYP/6-31 G* basis set under the polar continuum of the chloroform medium. On the other hand, when we computationally optimized the geometry of GSC formed between the fluorophore moiety of MOF and analytes, the highest occupied molecular orbital resides only on the fluorophore, whereas the LUMO resides mainly on the analytes ( Supplementary Figs. 44-46 ). This suggests that PET probably operates in chloroform for the quenching of MOF and the efficiency of the PET not only depends on the energy difference between LUMOs of MOF and analyte, but also depends on the overlap of orbitals between the fluorophore and the analyte. The overlap of orbitals that leads efficient PET is better when the complexation between MOF and analyte is stronger. Generally, when a GSC forms between MOF and an analyte, the new complex appears to be non-emmisive, when this complex is photo-excited, the electron of the fluorophore moeity migrates to the LUMO of analyte forming a dark state.
To investigate whether the static quenching process also functions in water in the aforementioned manner, ground-state complexation was checked in water. In this case, negligible change was recognized in the UV-Vis spectrum of the MOF with TNP when compared with the UV-Vis spectrum of the MOF, only the convolution of the spectra of the MOF and TNP were noticed ( Supplementary Fig. 47 ). Peak shift or spectral variation in a fluorescence spectrum can also reflect interaction between a fluorophore and an analyte in the ground and excited states 5, 28 . To clarify ground-state complexation of the MOF with analytes the fluorescence spectrum of the MOF in water was first recorded, followed by the incremental addition of analyte. The fluorescence spectra showed red shift (by 15 nm) of the emission peak in the case of TNP (Supplementary Fig. 48a ). DNP and NP also showed similar red shifts, but the extents of the shifts were not as significant ( Supplementary Figs. 48b and c) Failure to obtain crystal structures with ordered analyte molecules inside the pores in water also supports the absence of strong interactions between the MOF and the analytes. Water molecules have higher hydrogen-bond forming affinity with the MOF than the analytes and hamper the formation of strongly bound analyte@MOF complexes.
RET. Dynamic quenching is a diffusion-controlled process and the efficiency of the RET process depends on the degree of spectral overlap integral between donor (fluorophore) emission and acceptor (quencher) absorption along with the quantum efficiency of the fluorophore 18, 29 . As depicted in Supplementary  Fig. 49 , there is no spectral overlap between the emission of 1c and the absorption of the analyte in chloroform, which rules out the RET process in chloroform.
In the case of water, calculation of the overlap integral of the MOF emission and analyte absorption (Supplementary Table 8) indicates the highest overlap integral value for TNP (Fig. 5c) . The graph of quenching efficiency vs. overlap integral value for the analytes revealed a strong linear relationship, indicating increase in quenching efficiency with increase in overlap integral value (Fig. 5d) . Furthermore, to check the role of the RET process in quenching, I/I 0 was plotted against the overlap integral for TNP, DNP, and NP ( Supplementary Figs. 50-52) . A linear dependence of the overlap integral with I/I 0 for all three analytes was observed, indicating the operation of the RET mechanism in water.
For RET to occur throughout the system, it is essential for the analyte to diffuse into pores of the MOF, as the dimension of the bulk MOF crystals is much larger than the operating range of the RET process. In general, the RET process occurs at 1-5 nm between an energy donor and an energy acceptor. In MOF, the range can be further extended to 50 nm through EM among adjacent fluorophores that are arranged in a periodic manner throughout the framework 16, 17 . However, as the dimension of the MOF crystals (~35 µm) is much larger than the maximum operating range of the RET process, most interactions between the fluorophores and the quenchers occur not on the surface but within pores of the MOF. The interactions within pores were validated from the powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD) pattern change in the presence of the analytes. At low concentrations of analytes, no noticeable changes were observed in the PXRD patterns of the MOF (Supplementary Fig. 53 ). However, when the amount of the analyte was increased, moderate changes in the PXRD patterns were noticed (Supplementary Fig. 54 ). At higher concentration when the more TNP molecules diffuse inside the pore, the more-effective interaction seems to operate between the MOF and TNP.
In the case of water, RET is mostly operating at low concentration with negligible PET because RET can even operate with far distance. But at higher concentration, when more of analytes diffuse inside the pore and interact with fluorophores, PET also becomes prominent and participate in quenching process. As a result, SV plot deviates from linearity and bends upward at higher concentration (Fig. 2d) . Regarding PET there is also a poor correlation between the K sv values and the energy differences (Fig. 5b) . However, when only nitrophenols (TNP, 2,4-DNP, and 4-NP) are considered their K sv values are in the order TNP > 2,4-DNP > 4-NP, correlating with the order of their energy differences TNP > 2,4-DNP > 4-NP which suggests that PET may also occur in the case of nitrophenols (TNP, 2,4-DNP, and 4-NP). It has been already shown in the description of GSC that the formation of GSC in water is weak, but as the pore dimension is around 10 Å, the analytes are in close proximity to the fluorophore and PET undergoes even in the case of water.
Fluorescence lifetime. Surprisingly, the fluorescence lifetime study of the MOF in chloroform in the presence of TNP showed decrease in the "average" lifetime, which is a typical feature of dynamic quenching (Fig. 6a and Table 1 ). The result seems to contrast with our anticipation of static quenching because the SV plot is linear as though there were only one type of quenching mechanism, i.e., PET in GSC operating. Careful analysis of the fluorescence decay profiles upon the addition of TNP shows that at least three exponential decay components must be considered to adequately fit the data. From the fit parameters listed in Table 1 , it is inferred that acceleration of the average fluorescence decay time does not originate from the reduction of the lifetime of each component but from the increase of the fraction of the fastest relaxing component (τ 1 ) at the expense of the fraction of the slowest relaxing component (τ 3 ). For example, the fraction of the τ 3 component case, which is as high as 0.31 in the absence of TNP, decreases upon addition of the analyte and eventually reaches almost zero (a 3 = 0.01 at 200 μL addition of 1 MM solution of TNP). Decrease of the τ 3 component can be related to the formation of a TNP@MOF complex component, as inferred from the crystal structure. On the other hand, the lifetime reduction of the τ 2 component may be owing to change in the environment or in some non-interacting fluorophores. As the framework is flexible, the formation of a TNP@MOF complex with the interacting fluorophores in the MOF can induce slight conformational changes in the remaining uncomplexed fluorophore units, which leads to change in fluorescence lifetime. The combination of these changes leads to overall decrease in the average fluorescence lifetime of the MOF. All the observations made for sensing NACs in chloroform point to the conclusion that the quenching takes place mainly by EM to the GSC already formed between the MOF and the analytes, which is static.
The fluorescence lifetime of the MOF in water remained almost the same even in the presence of the analytes, indicating that the behavior of the quenching process is static (Fig. 6b and Table 1 ). Even though upward curvature in the SV plot indicates simultaneous operation of static and dynamic quenching processes at higher concentration of analytes, the lifetime study showed that the quenching of NACs in water originates mainly from the static process. 
, where a 1 + a 2 + a 3 = 1 and τ av = a 1 τ 1 + a 2 τ 2 + a 3 τ 3
water. The MOF framework can be considered as an ensemble of periodically arrayed fluorophores that behaves differently from a free single fluorophore. MOF has pore space for analytes to penetrate and interact with fluorophores. The analytes interacting with the framework inside the pores have restricted mobility and therefore their diffusion ability is significantly suppressed. As a consequence of slow (or no) diffusion, the fluorescence lifetime of MOFs even in the presence of analytes appears steady and shows apparent static quenching behavior 19, 25, 30 . The series of work in this study suggests that to quench NACs in water, the MOF mainly utilizes the RET process at the low concentration of analytes, but at higher concentration RET along with PET (through weak ground-state complexation) participates in quenching mechanism. However, confined environments around the analytes inside the MOF result in the apparent static behavior of both quenching processes: RET and PET (weak ground-state complexation).
Exciton migration. When a fluorophore is excited with polarized light, the emission is depolarized with time as a result of rotational diffusion of the fluorophore. When fluorescence anisotropy, r(t), of the bare ligand H 4 DOBDC in chloroform was fitted to a single-exponential decay curve, r(t) = r 0 e −t/τ , the initial fluorescence anisotropy (r 0 ) was obtained to be 0.17 with rotational time constant of~200 ps (Supplementary Fig. 55 and Supplementary Table 9 ). On the other hand, the r 0 value of the MOF was 0.09 with rotational time constant of~150 ps. Because the bulky MOF cannot rotate on ps time scale, the τ value indicates that the fluorescence depolarization occurs through EM among the fluorophores across the network of the MOF within the fluorescence lifetime 31 . In addition, the lower initial anisotropy value for the MOF than that of the bare fluorophore indicates that a shorter range efficient EM path is also operative on the time scale shorter than the time resolution of our instrument (120 ps). When this EM reaches the fluorophore moiety bound to a TNP molecule (non-fluorescent GSC), the quenching of fluorescence takes place ( Supplementary Fig. 56 ). This overall process leads to amplified quenching (93%) even though the quencher amount is only~20% of the fluorophore. This type of quenching process has also been reported for a covalent-organic framework 32 .
The results of time-dependent fluorescence anisotropy measurements of the MOF in water suggest that similar EM occurs among arrayed fluorophores across the network of the MOF, as in the case of the MOF in chloroform. The initial fluorescence anisotropy value of the MOF, 0.17, is much smaller than that of the bare H 4 DOBDC ligand, 0.30 ( Supplementary Fig. 57 and Supplementary Table 10 ). Even though the amount of the quencher is only~7% of the fluorophore, the high quenching efficiency in water supports the assertion that the quenching process occurs via either direct RET between the excited fluorophore and the analyte or EM followed by RET (Supplementary Fig. 58 ). The sensitivity of the MOF for TNP in water is slightly higher than that in chloroform even though its quenching efficiency is slightly lower in water. Longer operation range of the RET process in water led to the more effective sensing of TNP in water.
Discussion
We synthesized a new fluorescent MIL-53 analog that is stable and flexible in both aqueous and organic solvents. The MOF shows very good sensing ability for NACs, exhibiting the highest efficiency for TNP in both chloroform and water. However, the quenching mechanisms in chloroform and in water are different. In chloroform, quenching takes place mainly by GSC between the MOF and the analyte, which is supported by single-crystal structures for the first time. The GSC shows non-emissive behavior owing to PET from fluorophore ligand moiety to analyte. The crystal structures clarify the importance of both hydrogen-bonding and π-π stacking interactions responsible for GSC. Thus, replacement of the benzene moiety of the ligand by a naphthalene, anthracene, or pyrene moiety for better π-π stacking interaction and introduction of a functional group capable of strong hydrogen-bonding interactions with an analyte will be a powerful approach for further enhancing the sensing efficiency. On the other hand, in a polar-protic solvent (like water) strong hydrogen-bonding ability of solvent hinders ground-state complexation, and therefore quenching occurs through RET and PET (weak ground-state complexation). The efficiency of the RET process can be improved by increasing the overlap integral between MOF emission and analyte absorption. In this regard, it is important to have a MOF with more blue-shifted emission to increase the spectral overlap integral with TNP. In the MOF, amplified quenching was observed regardless of the type of solvent owing to EM among the fluorophores throughout the framework. This study provides new insight into florescence-quenching mechanisms for the selective sensing of analyte and clears the ambiguity regarding the nature of interactions between the MOF and analyte. Elemental analysis (EA) was performed using the as-synthesized sample exposed for an hour to ambient conditions before the analysis. EA of (DMF) 1 (5) . Crystals of 3-5 were prepared according to the procedure used for 2, but using 4-NP, 2,6-DNT and 2,4-DNT, respectively, instead of TNP.
Measurement of UV-Vis spectra. In a typical UV-Vis experiment, 0.4 mg or 1.2 mg of 1a (the average crystal dimension of~35 μm) was immersed in a cuvette with 3 mL CHCl 3 or H 2 O, respectively. The mixture was sonicated for 10 min to make a fine suspension. A 0.1 MM NAC solution in CHCl 3 or H 2 O was prepared for each analyte for the measurements. UV-Vis spectra were recorded in the range 250-800 nm.
Steady-state fluorescence measurements. In a typical steady-state fluorescence experiment, 0.4 mg or 1.2 mg of 1a (average crystal dimension of~35 μm) was immersed in a cuvette with 2.5 mL CHCl 3 or H 2 O, respectively. The mixture was sonicated for 10 min to make a fine suspension. The suspension was excited at 352 nm and the fluorescence emission was measured in the range 370-800 nm with incremental addition of analyte solutions (1 MM). The mixture was continuously stirred at constant rate to maintain homogeneity of the suspension.
Time-resolved fluorescence decay and anisotropy measurements. The fluorescence decay profiles were fitted using software provided by PicoQuant Instruments. The fluorescence anisotropies (r) of H 4 DOBDC and the MOF were investigated under polarized light. The time-dependent fluorescence anisotropy is given by r(t) = [I ∥ (t) -G·I ⊥ (t)]/[I ∥ (t) -2·G·I ⊥ (t)], where I ∥ (t) and I ⊥ (t) are the time-resolved fluorescence intensities measured in the parallel and perpendicular directions with respect to the excitation and detector polarization, respectively. Gfactor is the instrumental sensitivity ratio toward vertically and horizontally polarized light.
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